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Abstract
This paper addresses the data privacy based on interactive computation using an optimization model in data mining. When

data are computed or sharing among users in online, it needs to maintain privacy for all computation during sharing of data.

But user choice-based privacy is not available when sharing of data is required for data mining computation which is a big

challenge for data privacy. Thus, we proposed the framework for anonymity of data privacy using various methods of

multi-objective models as per the requirement of privacy. The proposed framework is designed with the help of two objects

such as computational cost and privacy based on optimization model. Our framework maintains the balance between above

objects as per user demands, i.e., increasing the privacy with decreasing the computational cost. In this model, the domain

of privacy and computational cost for optimization problem solves the entity privacy requirements in a computing

environment. We have used various methods such as Gaussian and uniform distribution, confidence interval, activation

function, linear membership function with distinguish manner for maintaining of privacy and cost. As per the uniform

distribution and parameter a-cut value for noise data, the optimal value is made accordingly. Example: for a = 0.2, and

uniform distribution (- 1, 1), the optimal value is 0.0058. Similarly, as per different a values, classifiers result is different

like a = 0.2 and 0.4, Multilayer perceptron values are 4.01 and 1.61 respectively. The solution of the proposed model

controls the amount of privacy with complete freedom of choice of users with utmost flexibility.
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1 Introduction

Securing computation in privacy model has been issued in

privacy preserving data mining (PPDM). In PPDM, data

owners and data miners are obliged to cooperate in good

faith while releasing private data. Different authors have

developed their own privacy model using various approa-

ches. For different data transmission, various network

models have been explained as per their own methodology

such as Harris Hawks optimization [1], optimization with

differential evolutionary model [2], peer to peer wireless

mesh networks [3] etc. The limitation of existing work as:

the monolithic owner does not make privacy decisions at

the level of data processing. Both data owner and data

miner are under cooperative in nature when the data are

released by data owner for data mining task. But there is a

chance for leakage of data during data sharing for data

mining task. To avoid leakage of data during data sharing

for data mining task, data owner wants to maintain privacy

when it needs to share its data. Under these circumstances,

the data owner does not want to release his data without

maintaining own privacy Thus, it is a challenging task in

data mining during sharing of data-by-data owner.

The data protection differs in computing environments,

depending on personal details in the mining process. Dur-

ing mining process of data or sharing of data, there may be

issues of individual privacy for data owners when working

with several resource of data. Thus, data mining task need

to take into account of individual privacy to be effective.
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Thus, we proposed multi-objective approach for solving

personal data mining problems when data owners want to

release their data for mining task. We have considered two

objectives such as privacy and computational cost to design

multi-objective optimization model, where data owner can

release their data as their own choice of privacy. Above

two objects are maintained with certain balancing of

evaluation where data owner gets benefits as his own

choice of level of objects. Our proposed model tries to

maintain the level of both objectives like maximize the

privacy with minimize the computational cost.

Our proposed multi-objective optimization model finds

out the solution using constraints which are expressed

through privacy and computational cost. Since maximize

the privacy and minimize the cost is another challenging

task through optimization model, so we have considered

different statistical approaches to solve this problem. We

use linear combination of utility factors of privacy and

computational cost and its corresponding measurements to

develop the optimization model. Utility components also

added to balance the optimization model. Constraints are

designed through certain interval with the help of statistical

approach i.e., uniform distribution. Quantification privacy

is considered to define various level privacy for maintain-

ing strong privacy during processing of data with the help

of Gaussian uniform approach. When different constraints

are designed, we considered a-cut constraints to find out

certain level measurements for both privacy and compu-

tational cost. Thus, optimized performance is created

accordingly with maintaining maximize privacy and min-

imize computational cost. As per the proposed model, the

experimental performance is considered with various level

of objects. Apart from above model, we have used various

methods such as Gaussian and uniform distribution, con-

fidence interval, activation function, linear membership

function with distinguished manner for maintaining of

privacy and cost. As per the uniform distribution and

parameter a-cut value for noise data, the optimal value is

made accordingly. Although we use various methods and

evaluate its corresponding methods, still, here we

explained the major contribution of this paper as follows.

(a) The multi-objective optimization model has devel-

oped based on two objects such as privacy and

computational cost.

(b) The decision variables are designed through utility

factors with its corresponding measurements.

(c) Individual utility components are balanced and tried

to maintain maximum privacy and minimum com-

putational cost.

(d) Measurement of privacy is developed through con-

fidence interval which help to find out different level

of privacy.

(e) We used a-cut constraints to find out various optimal

test where data owner can choose his privacy as per

best optimal value.

The remainder of the paper has been assembled in the

order described below. A literature survey has explained to

the development of the proposed model in Sect. 2 as

related work. The problem statements are explained in

Sect. 3. We develop the optimization model using privacy

and computational framework using various constraints

issues in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we used optimization con-

straints to define our best possible model. Section 6

describes the experiment evaluation as per proposed model

and analyzed on experimental results. The brief description

is concluded before ending the paper in Sect. 7.

2 Related work

The privacy requirement is a major part in data mining, in

which the data owner and the data miner used the data for

the sake of sharing. Several privacy-preserving approaches

are enabled for data mining analysis. As per PPDM utility-

based study, the various factors have been investigated by

different researchers. The optimization models through

fuzzy have designed by [4, 5] and the privacy measurement

is optimized to preserve the confidentiality of published

results. Many experiments have been done with one of

these ideas, as per Bayardo et al. [6]. The search algorithm

has been bound to the yearning consistency of the result

without any regard to efficiency like for each data record

collection, the algorithm has to be reapplied, for the best

possible anonymity, the model incorporates a ‘-diversity

strategy and lack of privacy details. Different privacy

model are developed such as Gheisari et al. [7] developed

Ontology-Based Privacy-Preserving in IoT-based smart

city, where as Omar et al. [8] have used Blockchain and

artificial intelligence-based privacy-preserving in health-

care system. Using privacy enhancement strategies for the

most significant degree of anonymity, security, privacy,

and productivity has been a big challenge. Different pri-

vacy models have been established around the world,

including the Bayesian approach, k-anonymity, and the

probability-based model of privacy. There are distinct

templates for risks that help categorize distinct usages of

privacy.

To effectively and efficiently mine rules, disruption of

contact and computing is minimized in the P2P context, but

different issues for data are made to many stakeholders. All

are more or less available in a distributed fashion using a

decentralized algorithm. However, lower connectivity costs

and limited computational resource availability make

coordination more costly for the end consumer [9].
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Observations on the uses of social networks have raised

concerns about user privacy. Differential privacy is

implemented in PPDM to guard against intrusion and is

defined in workload partitioning [10]. Differential privacy

has been used in different ways in studies for different

reasons. However, having been incited to defend individual

privacy, PPDM has been supported in maintaining their

data [11] to preserve their privacy.

For a variety of functional issues, limits, some versatility

has been essential. Those various parties are allowed dif-

ferent degrees of control in the problem-solving process to

provide the problems differing requirements with suit-

able solutions. The federated learning scheme is used for

privacy preserving with data aggregation in [12]. Due to a

lack of verifiable evidence, multi-objective optimization is

thought to be a fuzzy challenge. The multi-criteria decision

dilemma originates under a cloud of uncertainty, with

classical optimization problem. The secure summation for

privacy preserving data has been developed [13]. Few

authors also developed fuzzy model for features data [14]

in which it needs to consider many objectives. It can

employ multi-objective optimization and dynamic decision

making known as fuzzy decision making that evaluates a

variety of degrees of options and a weighting of parameters

[15]. Vague binary decision making is done using multi-

criteria search techniques and the resolution in a linear

programming problem [16]. Multi-criteria decision-making

and intuitionistic methods are elaborated in linear pro-

gramming. Some have equated the decision-making in

supply chain management with the Pareto solution of the

fuzzy optimization problems.

Boyd [18] and Deb [19] provide distinct dilemma defi-

nitions. A fuzzy optimization is a pragmatic approach to

addressing the optimality problem; fuzziness will still be

important when solving variable costs. Two types of con-

straint problems may be of fuzzy optimization, namely

(a) ones with constraints such as linear and (b) uncon-

strained. The linear fuzzy solution has been addressed in

[20]. In the non-linear, the questions can be approached in

several ways. For further information on non-linear and

linear programming issues, it can study [17] and [21],

respectively. Very often, it reaches away until it can meet

the constraints, and often, some problems arise as it

becomes impossible to find a solution. Many times, non-

dominated sets are thought to be ideal solutions to the

dilemma. Non-dominated solution and non-dominated data

sets are presented in [18, 19], where it is found that the

detailed information on Pareto optimization is provided;

therefore, the appropriate and more privacy-friendly data

mining methods have been applied to several data mining

issues. Privacy preserving model has been developed by

Bhuyan et al. [23, 24, 28, 29] individually, whereas dif-

ferential privacy, general privacy, crypto analysis-based

privacy model has developed in [25–27]. Using the con-

cepts of the Pareto principle in data mining, Kamila et al.

[30] utilize the following strategies: To perform class-dif-

ferentiation in data mining, the certainty of feature data

must be controlled [31–33], But the privacy of the data is

protected by a different approach, known as Quantifying

Differential Privacy, and a related methodology known as

Privacy-Preserving Graphs maintained accordingly. Fur-

ther, different authors have also used privacy preserving

model to analyze various public data for IoT based smart

cities and agricultures as per requirements [34–36].

3 Problem statements

Data sharing by all parties is important in data mining task,

where data owner want to preserve the privacy during

sharing or computation his data. Based on privacy preser-

vation of data, the computing cost will differ when data

computed by data owners. According to the owner’s data

protection requirements, various approaches can maintain

privacy without violating confidentiality. But the data

miner is still searching the methods to maintain privacy

when data is being published. For secrecy of data, privacy

calculation is critical when making decisions on the

acceptable level of privacy for each owner of each record.

Although the privacy expense cannot be ignored entirely,

still the privacy with computational cost can be considered

for data computation. In this instance, data privacy may be

optimized by paying the least amount of computing costs to

the data owner. Since the data owner has a broader goal,

our model uses a multi-objective approach to construct a

conceptual model which satisfies the minimal data owner

confidentiality.

Generally, data owners want different levels of privacy

concerns, and the above descriptions are not helpful for any

of these types of data. Uncertainty over the cost of optimal

privacy and maximum usefulness are often poorly descri-

bed. Thus, it needs that the data owner’s privacy and costs

are equally essential for solving the optimization issue. The

multi-objective optimization problem is considered to

create the following mathematical objects (i.e., privacy and

cost). The model is formulated as a multiparty distributed

application because each group contributes their data to

protect their privacy. Regarding all of the issues mentioned

above, we ought to respect the privacy of each party as a

data contributor.
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A multi-object optimization model is now established

with various solution of the optimization problem. An

optimization technique called multi-objective is con-

structed from many diverging priorities. It can be repre-

sented mathematically as Eq. (1) with corresponding

constraints:

Max f xð Þ ¼ f1 xð Þ; . . .; fM xð Þ½ �T
Subject to Pj xð Þ� g; 8j ¼ 1. . .P

Qk xð Þ ¼ h; 8k ¼ 1. . .q
xli\xi � xui 8i ¼ 1. . .m

ð1Þ

where f1,…, fM are M scalar objectives with fi: R
m ? R, Pj

and Qk are mapping Rm ? R for both constraint functions,

g, h e R, and variables are precisely bounded between xli
and xui . The solution is considered as a vector x0 = {x01,

x02,…, x0m} [ Rm for above multi-objective optimization

problem.

We treat the model as if it is the case that the data miner

does optimization on the model. Thus, it is created to serve

the purpose (a) privacy needs, (b) minimize computing

cost. Functionality and complexity of data are used to

calculate data miner-driven design optimization. For the

model to yield the results, we need the following decision

variable constraints to be developed.

3.1 Decision variable constraints

The following two decision variables are developed for

proposed model. These decision variables paly the impor-

tant role throughout the whole paper. Our multi-objective

optimization model is designed using following two vari-

ables which is helped to data owner to decide how much

privacy can maintain as per computational cost.

(a) IHP = Length of interval for required privacy, i.e.,

high privacy (HP) or low privacy (LP).

(b) ICC = Computational cost, i.e., high priority-based

objective with low computational cost.

In thismodel, each data owner decides on their strategy and

arbitrary behaviors to get the best scores. Both privacy and

computational cost considered with dimensions of PPDM

problem for each data holder. According to the dimensions of

utility function Ui(x), Eq. (1) may be recast as Eq. (2). The

following vectors are considered for various dimensions of

utility into multi-objective optimization as Eq. (2):

MaxUi xð Þ ¼
X

CHPUHP;
X

CCCUCC

h i
ð2Þ

with required constraints where usual notations have been

defined successively. Again mathematically, we consider

the weighted linear combination of the above dimensions

of utility function for multi-objective optimization as

Eq. (3),

Max Ui xð Þ ¼ aHPi
X

CHPUHP þ
X

CCCUCC

Subject to RIHPi xð Þ� g

RICCi xð Þ� h
P

aHPi þ
P

aCCi ¼ 1

xli � x� xui for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .n

ð3Þ

where (a) UHP, UCC, are utility factors of privacy and

computational cost (b) CHP, CCC are the measurement

computational cost (i.e., how much measured privacy and

cost) of each utility factor, and also (c) aHPi , aCCi are

weights of each utility component.

The privacy must be less than or equivalent to its pre-

defined upper bound (in terms of time). There are two

variables which connect to U(x) are associated with this

space (a) and (b). The solution to this optimization issue is

arrived by mutually binding restrictions on both the data

owner and the data miner. The data owner determines the

usefulness value by the data’s privacy, and computing cost

which are optimized separately by the data miner.

4 Privacy and computational cost
framework

In this section, the privacy and computational measure-

ments are considered to establish multi-objective opti-

mization framework in different following subsections.

4.1 Quantification of privacy

Estimating each owner’s privacy levels is accomplished by

measuring how certain spans of privacy as their trust per-

iod. For deciding how much privacy fulfilling the degree of

importance (a) where the trust interval is used. Recognize

the initial data as private data is considered from each data

owner. Thus, interval-based data privacy is developed by

data miner where the owner believes in the accuracy of the

results within certain interval. An interval of variation in

trust is given below to explain the definition.

Definition 1 An interval is said to be a confidence interval

if the estimation of this interval satisfies the level of sig-

nificance (a).

For example, let the interval [C1, C2] be generated by

two constants C1 and C2 at the level of significance where

the original data lie. We define the probability of confi-

dence interval as Eq. (4).

P C1\Z\C2ð Þ ¼ 1�a; ð4Þ

Here, Z is considered as a standard normal distribution

which is determined by probability distribution with
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confidence interval between C1 and C2. The C1 and C2

limits are referred to as certainty coefficients where the

calculation needs the most confidence. For example, an

alpha value of 0.5, 0.05, or 0.01 represents a 50%, 95% or a

99%confidence coefficient respectively in confidence level.

This comes out to a proportional value of 0.674, or 1.96 or

2.58. Many of them use private data to talk about their

confidence levels as follows.

Let Z = the value of the significant random variable,

l = the population mean, r2 = the square root of the

sample size. The confidence interval is calculated using the

Gaussian distribution as below.

Let a large random sample of size n is considered from

large database with mean l and variance r2, then the

sample mean is x * N(l, r2/n), i.e., Z ¼ x�l
rp
n
* N(0, 1).

Using Gaussian distribution, the confidence interval is

determined as Eq. (5).

P x� C
rp
n
� l� xþ C

rp
n

� �

¼ 1� a for interval �C; C½ �: ð5Þ

Here the interval x� C rp
n ; xþ C rp

n

h i
is called confi-

dence interval using mean for individual data in the data-

base. Individual data is considered as individual feature

data in the database.

4.2 Privacy and cost optimization

Though computational cost is often derived from running

the algorithms, it is always preferable to solicit optimal

privacy. The aims for the design of the proposed model are

discussed earlier. Using the multi-objective approach to

handle privacy, we are able to derive a statistical model of

privacy. Define with data privacy and cost as: (a) fHP(x):

Rm ? R and (b) fCC(x): R
m ? R respectively. Here R is

treated as a multi-dimensional input vector to calculate the

most optimal value of privacy and cost as below. The

optimization problem is further derived as Eq. (6):

Max f xð Þ ¼ fHP xð Þ; fCC xð Þ½ �T

subject to xli � xi � xui for all i ¼ 1. . .m
ð6Þ

where x [ Rm, and each xi is bounded between xli, and xui
for feasible solutions. Further, it can be reformulated the

same optimization problem into a scalar optimal problem

as Eq. (7),

Max F ¼ wTf xð Þ ¼ w1fHP xð Þ þ w2fCC xð Þ½ �
subject to xli � xi � xui ; 8i ¼ 1. . .m

w1 þ w2 ¼ 1

w1;w2 � 0

ð7Þ

where w1 and w2 are the relative weights that a data miner

uses for data privacy and cost, respectively. From the

above methods, we derive the optimization model without

constraints which is explained in Sect. 5.

5 Constraints for multi-objective
optimization

When solving the solution of the optimization problem,

random data is almost always involved. It is hard to pro-

vide accurate estimates of cost, but it is essential to provide

options and evidence to decision-makers. In these instan-

ces, data sets are used to serve as a computational frame-

work for multi-objective problems. The proposed model

deals with multi-objective optimization that takes into

account constraints data set. For specific multi-objective

questions, the selection of non-dominated alternatives

allows the right compromise on inter-dependent priorities.

The model deals with multi-objective problems with no

prior constraints. In addition, the various priorities inter-

object dependencies lead to a new kind of multi-objective

decision making [28, 32, 33]. Hence, the following inci-

dents are to be relevant cases for discussion.

The data from different data owners have different

characteristics, such as random, vague and fuzzy, which are

used in the optimization problem. The demands of data

owners are also fuzzy. In this paper, the proposed model

deals with the fuzzy multi-objective optimization issue

with fuzzy constraints. The complex fuzzy optimization

problem is stated as Eq. (8).

MaxY ¼ cx

subject to Axð Þi � bi for all i ¼ 1; 2; . . .m

xj � 0; xj 2 N; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .n

ð8Þ

where m, n represents a set of integer numbers, c [ Rn,

A =
P
j

aij and aij, bi [ R.

Let the constraints defining the issue have a fuzzy nature

where the decision maker/data miner is willing to permit

any change (B DM) over restricted constraints as Eq. (9)

MaxY ¼ cx

subject to Axð Þi � DMbi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m

xj � 0; xj 2 N; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n

ð9Þ

where B DM refers to the data-mining conditional

relationship.

However, some typical approaches are required to solve

multi-objective decision-making (MODM) problems with

supportive and conflicting objectives. It is very compli-

cated to choose the optimal decision with an increasing

number of objectives.
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Max \Ci; x�Yif g ð10Þ

under

x 2 X ¼ x 2 Rn Ax ¼ b; x� 0; b 2 Rmj jf g

An innovative method is developed for solving MODM

problems depending on the interdependences among the

multiple objectives. Hence, the following cases are

considered.

Let the optimization problem is defined on multiple

objective function as Eq. (11).

Max f1 xð Þ; f2 xð Þ; . . .; fk xð Þf g; x 2 X ð11Þ

where fi: R
n ? R, are objective functions, x e Rn is the

variable and X � Rn.

Let a function

pi tð Þ : R ! 0; 1½ �

where pi(t) determines the degree of decision maker’s

requirements on ith objective of value t. The degree of x in

the data set with the help of p(x) as Eq. (12).

Pi xð Þ ¼ pi Y xð Þð Þ ð12Þ

where Pi(x) is considered as well compromise to solutions

for ith objective. So, it is quite reasonable to search for a

solution of the following auxiliary problem

max P1 xð Þ; . . .PK xð Þf g
x 2 X

ð13Þ

where Pi(x) [ [0,1]. The Eq. (13) can be converted into a

single objective problem

max T P1 xð Þ; . . .;PK xð Þf g
x 2 X

Now we consider active functions for proposed func-

tions as Eq. (14)

pi tð Þ ¼
1 if t�Mi

vi tð Þ if mi � t�Mi

0 if t�mi

8
<

: ð14Þ

where mi = min {Yi(x) | x e X} and Mi = max{Yi(x) | x e
X} with independent minimum and maximum of the ith

objective and vi(t) is a function. For the linear membership

functions, Pi is defined as Eq. (15)

Pi xð Þ ¼
1 if Yi xð Þ�Mi

1�Mi � Yi xð Þ
Mi � mi

if mi � Yi xð Þ�Mi

0 if Yi xð Þ�mi

8
><

>:
ð15Þ

The objective functions are considered because it has

many approaches to decide on alternatives that are closer to

independent minima and maxima. As per our model

requirements, we enable the values of Eq. (3) to adjust for

the user’s benefit (mi is an ith goal). For purposes of lin-

earity, the maximum and minimum deviations are defined,

mi �RIHPi xð Þ� gi þMi ð16Þ

mi �RICCi xð Þ� hi þMi ð17Þ

The derivative of Eqs. (14) and (15) with expression (mi

and Mi) have been addressed as above Eqs. (16) and (17).

Individual data owner can disclose personal data in return

for ratification with undermining the desire of privacy. The

above methodology can manage the linear constraints to

overcome our problem for a better solution. Thus, the

complete multi-objective optimization problem using a-cut
constraints is as Eq. (18).

MaxUi xð Þ ¼ aHPi
X

CHP UHPð Þ þ aCCi
X

CCC UCCð Þ
Subject to RIHPi xð Þ� gi þ 1� að Þdi

RICCi xð Þ� hi þ 1� að ÞdiP
aHPi þ

P
aCCi ¼ 1

xli � xi � xui 8i ¼ 1. . .n

ð18Þ

Here di and (1 - a) refers to users’ needs vs. constraint

requirements. Experiments may be conducted utilizing dif-

ferent conditions as per a values. Each data owner privacy is

dependent on how often they deviate from it. The whole set

of private data is accepted, and the interval tests it. For a high

level of privacy it trusts, we have defined the utility value as a

confidence interval. The utility factor is calculated by the

execution of various datamining algorithms, which is simply

a computational cost. The CHP is the total cost and is cal-

culated based on the confidence level of privacy that is

supplied. A computing cost includes data processing and

data cost; in other words, computation’s total cost is influ-

enced by both perturbed system execution. The two terms

such as aHPi and aCCi are assumed as weight factors which

satisfy aHPi ? aCCi = 1. Thus aHPi = 1 - aCCi or

aCCi = 1 - aHPi is the appropriate design of optimal test.

6 Experimental analysis

In an experiment, a multi-objective optimization problem

is solved through concerning both privacy and computa-

tional cost when applied to experiments. We considered

three classification approaches such as Naı̈ve Bayes (NB),

multi-layer perceptron (MLP), and classification and

regression tree (CART) on real-world data for our proposed

model.
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6.1 Dataset

The adult data set is taken from UCI machine learning

repository [22] and is considered for our experiments. This

dataset contains 48,842 instances with 14 attributes (both

categorical and integer). It is a census income dataset. The

income source depends on its occupation and its education.

When individual data disclose to public, he/she may be

fallen in trouble by opponents.

6.2 Environments

Our proposed methods are experimented on a personal

computer with an Intel core (2.92 GHz, 16.00 GB RAM,

64-bit OS, Windows 10 worked under Microsoft Office

2010), and also, we have used WEKA (Waikato Environ-

ment for knowledge analysis) data mining tools including

Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, Multilayer Perceptron, and CART

on our dataset. It tries out three classifiers and find out the

best classifier for most appropriate. The evaluation per-

forms based on quantity of privacy measurements and

computational cost.

6.3 Computational complexity analysis

We considered computational experiments using optimiza-

tion model as per the data owner demand based on both

privacy and computational cost. We used three individual

privacy testing such as (a) individual privacy using opti-

mization method (IPO) (proposed), (b) individual privacy

using neural network (IPNN), (c) individual privacy using

secure sum multiparty computation (IPSMC). When above

approaches implemented as adult data set, the execution time

is considered as shown in Table 1. The computational

complexity and computational cost are analyzed as Tables 2

and 3 as above methods. Comparing other two methods, the

computational performance of our proposedmethod is better

than others. Thus, the individual privacy model using inde-

pendent algorithms can be designed for data owner demands.

6.4 Experimental results

We used both real and randomized data to run the exper-

iment for both privacy and computational costs. For

perturbation, the random data is added in original data.

Several collections of uniform data produce different types

of perturbed data, according to the data owner demands.

Consequently, the efficiency of a method increases from

simple to complicated. With regards to privacy, it may also

claim that computational cost is significant for high pri-

vacy. But an optimality test that has minimal computa-

tional cost is essential for model. For various perturbed

data, the computational cost in Table 4 has changed.

When different noise data analyze through noise in

format of {y, y/16, 16y, y/2, 2y}, then its corresponding

computational cost values are generated as shown in

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 as different classifiers. When compare to

all above three figures, it is shown that MLP classifier get

good results compare to other classifiers based on several

perturbed data. In particularly, one point of noise 16y

format is very high compare to other perturbed data

through different noise using NB classifier performance.

We have generated several perturbed data based on {y/

16, y/8, y/4, y/2, y, 2y, 4y, 8y and 16y} from Table 4 using

two uniform noise distributions [0, 1] and [- 1, 1] and

yields reliable results. Perturbed data provided detail, and

in any case, put the original data x between [x - y, x ? y],

i.e., where y is uniform noise distribution and the length of

privacy is 2y, i.e., the twice the noise distribution. If x lies

between [x - y/2, x ? y/2], then the length of privacy will

be y. Again, if x [ [x - y/n, x ? y/n], then the length of

privacy will be 2y/n. When n ? ! then y/n ? 0 and

[x - y/n, x ? y/n] is very close to x. In this case there is

no requirement in adding or subtracting noise with original

data. The data itself would not cause the noise to be added

or subtracted. It is better to provide a cap on the amount of

noise, and an individual exposed to an unlimited amount of

valuable information distributed to them. With a reduction

in noise value, the original data will become less privacy.

Table 1 Execution time of different methods

S. No. Methods Execution time (s)

1 IPO 0.7

2 IPNN 3.5

3 IPSMC 4.7

Table 2 Computational complexity in %

S. No. Methods Computational complexity in %

1 IPO 22

2 IPNN 62

3 IPSMC 73

Table 3 Computational complexity in %

S. No. Methods Computational cost (%)

1 IPO 23

2 IPNN 68

3 IPSMC 81
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If we multiply every natural number to a noise distri-

bution, it will improve privacy by two, such as x [ [x -

2y, x ? 2y] and length of privacy would be 4y and so on.

Similarly, we get x [ [x - ny, x ? ny] with privacy length

2ny. When n ? !, then 2ny ? !, the privacy length is

very large. Under this circumstance it is difficult to find the

original data. Thus, it needs certain limit of range of the

interval, otherwise it would be worthless. This certain

range of interval can be chosen by user according to

desired privacy. There is a set of privacy that the data

owner can choose using this parameter. When noise grows,

privacy increases and data robustness will be stronger. As

per data owner requirement, various types of perturbed data

are used for computing cost evaluation as in Table 4.

In response to data owner demands, the tests are carried

out. Simplification of the privacy issue is used for the

optimization of the owner’s required privacy level. Both

privacy and cost are taken into consideration when looking

at the proposed model. Each piece of optimization com-

ponent is extracted from the following: (a) Privacy: The

privacy is required for data owner is shown (Figs. 4, 5) and

determines the type of information. Privacy is gauged by

(interval length/original data). Different computational

results are created as per confidential interval as shown in

Table 5 which presents the output through CHP * UHP. (b)

Cost: We also evaluated the cost UCC on low computa-

tional cost (i.e., as a high priority). For the uniform dis-

tributions between values (- 1, 1) and (0, 1), we found the

evaluation results as shown in Fig. 6. It is estimated that

perturbed data is evaluated to analyze as in Table 4. The

CCC measurement method is considered in certain set of

data, but sufficiently accurate for our purposes. The

Table 4 Computational cost of perturbed data of different fashion

Computational cost of perturbed data (using noise y)

Original

data

Perturbed data using

uniform distribution

on (0, 1)

Perturbed data using

uniform distribution on

(- 1, 1)

Difference between perturbed data

based on distribution (0, 1) and

original data

Difference between perturbed data

based on distribution (- 1, 1) and

original data

NB 0.13 0.08 0.06 - 0.05 - 0.07

MLP 34.58 38.59 36.67 4.01 2.09

CART 5.06 13.45 17.61 8.39 12.55
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importance of computational cost for classifiers centered

on changed data is accepted as per our experiments. We

also considered the measurements of various computa-

tional cost as per membership function as Eq. (19):

lx ¼
0:2 if HCC
0:7 if MCC
1:0 if LCC

8
<

: ð19Þ

where the MCC stands for a moderate computational cost,

whereas the HCC stands a higher significant computation

cost, and the LCC stands a lower computation cost. The

analytical cost efficiency factor considers both original data

and perturbed data as per priority basis.

We used two parameters such as dk and (1 - a) for

evaluating the range of both privacy and computational

cost as Eq. (18). Experiments conducted utilizing different

conditions where data owners’ privacy is varied as per

demand. After all this information has been obtained, the

optimization process is run. The constraints are needed in

the estimation of optimization problem. The demands of

the data owner are not necessarily satisfied by simple a-
cuts value. At this stage, the a-values (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and
1.0) are considered for optimization for various degrees of

privacy. The a-cuts depends on the amount of data required

by the data owners. Computational costs can differ in

proportion to privacy costs. Finding the correct solution
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Table 5 Interval length * privacy = CHP * UHP

y/16 y/8 y/4 y/2 y 2y 4y 8y 16y

Interval

length

on

(- 1,

1)*

privacy

2.52813E - 10 1.011E - 09 4.04E - 09 1.62E - 08 6.46E - 08 2.59E - 07 1.03E - 06 4.14E - 06 1.65E - 05

Interval

length

on (0,

1) *

privacy

9.673E - 05 0.000387 0.001547 0.006189 0.024754 0.099018 0.39607 1.58428 6.337122
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Fig. 6 Results of Interval length (- 1, 1) and (0, 1) with its privacy
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means that the data owner must choose privacy. So that

computational cost is fair and is distributed among data

owners. Thus, the data miner sacrifices computing effi-

ciency to prevent an excessive level of intrusion into the

data owners’ privacy. Computational cost burdens corre-

spond to privacy, i.e., attention carries higher/lower prior-

ity than cost i.e., lower cost is considered for higher

priorities and high cost is considered lower priorities

respectively. The cost is considered the primary objective

in the formulation of the optimization problem as shown

Table 6.

The computational cost gap between the initial and

perturbed classifiers is shown in Table 7. Classifier CART

takes more time to evaluate because it’s more creative in

nature in regression tree. So, the utility of the CART

classifier is rather abysmal.

The a-cut values provided in Table 8 represent esti-

mated noise in the various experiments. Noise details are

taken into account in all distributions. For the optimality

test, utility variables have been regarded as data sets. To

calculate one of usefulness, it must add in the computing

cost, which is designated as {CCC = 0.2 for high cost, 0.7

for medium cost, and 1.0 for low cost. Priority CCC is

estimated as follows: Strong = 1.0, middle = 0.7, and

low = 0.2. In this scale, the weighting factors are valued as

aHPi = {0.3, 0.5, 0.7} and aCCi = {0.7, 0.5, 0.3} respectively

where aHPi ? aCCi = 1. Many of our experiments use the

measured weight factors as prototype. However, there

could be various weight factors for considerations which

could be taken into account to adjust the tests’ weights.

Using two distinct a-cut values, the test of the experiment

indicates that uniform distributions produce acceptable re-

sults. Alternatively, a definitive test can be stated as the

following. Let a = 0.2, aHPi = 0.3, aCCi = 0.7, CHP-

= 0.000101125, UHP = 2.50E-06, CCC = 0.3, UCC-

= 0.0276778 and perturbed data based on uniform

distribution between (- 1, 1), then optimal value of Ui Xð Þ
is 0.0058.

In order to serve the data owner’s various demands, we

have carried out evaluation focused on a-cutting mea-

surements by data holders. Optimal solutions have been

found for three sets of expected costs of computing. To

account for all the computations, we have used two uni-

form distributions. For different values of a, several opti-
mal values have been developed. The results of the

optimization model that the ideal (optimal) solution occurs

when alpha = 1.0. When this distribution is implemented,

the data owner gets the highest level of privacy for the

minimum amount of computational cost in all scenarios.

The efficiency has been maximized when utility function is

maximum for uniform distributions between (0, 1). The

interval length increases (the difference between the upper

and lower bounds is small), the value of the utility function

shrinks. Hence it is inversely proportional to each other.

Table 6 Priority of computational cost

Classifier Distribution data on (0, 1) Distribution data on (- 1, 1)

For noise y/16 of distributions between (0, 1) and between (- 1, 1)

MLP 0.0259134 0.0276778

CART 0.0705716 0.0690608

NB 12.5 16.666667

For noise y/2 of distributions between (0, 1) and between (- 1, 1)

MLP 0.0276319 0.0254388

CART 0.0733138 0.0661813

NB 12.5 16.666667

For noise y of distributions between (0, 1) and between (- 1, 1)

MLP 0.0259134 0.0272702

CART 0.0743494 0.0567859

NB 12.5 16.666667

For noise 2y of distributions between (0, 1) and between (- 1, 1)

MLP 0.02722331 0.0256739

CART 0.0707214 0.0613121

NB 12.5 11.111111

For noise 16y of distributions between (0, 1) and between (- 1, 1)

MLP 0.0269469 0.0270343

CART 0.0631712 0.0669344

NB 12.5 5.2631579

Table 7 Difference of computational cost among three classifiers

NB MLP CART

For different noise distributions between (0,1)

y/16 - 0.5 4.01 9.11

y/2 - 0.5 1.61 8.58

y - 0.5 4.01 8.39

2y - 0.5 2.23 9.08

16y - 0.5 2.53 10.77

For different noise distributions between (- 1,1)

y/16 - 0.07 1.55 9.42

y/2 - 0.07 4.73 10.05

y - 0.07 2.09 12.55

2y - 0.04 4.37 11.25

16y 0.6 0.91 9.86

Table 8 a-cut value for noise data

a-cut value 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Different noise data y/16 y/2 y 2y 16y
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Specifically, the optimum solution happens at a value of a
of 1.0 and overall other values of a. i.e., 16y of noise data

level, the highest level of privacy is maintained. Indirectly

it is presumed that increase in noise data for more privacy

reduces the extraction of original data from the perturbed

one. The optimum solution depends on the various com-

putational complexity. When computational tools are used

to satisfy individual privacy and cost requirements, the

computational experience modifies the efficiency of both.

Therefore, when dealing with a multiple-objective issue

dependent on data owner privacy and cost, optimization of

above model is the solution.

The uniform distribution is suitable for the evaluation on

the (0, 1) and (- 1, 1). It is seen that the optimum value

function takes on a different type of uniform distribution

(0, 1) and (- 1, 1). Thus, the data miner will determine

which distribution fits his needs by selecting between two

options: either (0, 1) and (- 1, 1). Interesting to remember

that NB classification still yields better results as in

Table 6. Thus, NB serves as an important tool in analyzing

meaning. Additionally, including some kind of weight

variables makes it possible to rate the functional/optimal

value. The computational cost disparity between original

and perturbed data is negligible (it is seen in Table 4). The

accuracy of each classifier on all of the various weighting

variables, at a is 1.0. For all weight considerations, the NB

classifier has superior results in testing. The efficiency of

classifiers, however, differs from factor to factor.

On uniform distribution, the best-optimal solution has

been found at 1.0. Thus, at a = 1.0, the optimum solution

(or functional value of the utility function) is approxi-

mately 1.91 1.93, 10.65, 4.44, 4.45, 8.19, 3.17, 3.19, and

9.42. The optimal sets for privacy and computational cost

are {0.4} and {12.5, 0.063, 0.027} which satisfy our

optimization model.

6.5 Statistical evaluations of propose model

The individual privacy model is performed using different

statistical approaches such as (a) mean, (b) variance,

(c) standard deviation as per existing methods and classi-

fiers. As per our statistical evaluation, the comparative

mean, variance and standard deviations are evaluated

through various classifiers as shown in Table 9. We con-

sidered three classifiers as (a) NB, (b) MLP, (c) CART, and

three methods as (a) IPO, (b) IPNN, (c) IPSMC.

The statistical values as Table 9 determines the close-

ness of privacy when data owner want to release his data.

Although, privacy measured by using confidence interval

as Tables 4 and 5 as per perturbed data, but various clas-

sifiers are evaluated using statistical measurements for

closeness of released original data. Thus, how much loss of

data can be estimated as above statistical measurements.

To make balance of privacy and loss of information, above

comparative methods are helped to maintain good deter-

mination among utility of privacy and computational cost.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, a multi-objective optimization-based privacy

model in data mining is developed with the performance of

privacy and computational cost which are considered as two

components of privacy preserving data mining. Above two

components are explained as per our proposed model with

the help of optimization model and various classifier

approaches. In this model, we emphasized on maintaining

individual privacy during computational processing when

data owners want to maintain their own privacy as per

computational cost. Thus, we have maintained privacy of

above items in such a way that both components are recip-

rocal to each other where data owners decide how much

privacy need to maintain. Various privacy requirements

produce the best response concerning consumer demand.

Different classifiers and utility parameters have been

employed for our optimization model of privacy. The com-

putational learning test has considered for optimal problem

in many different real-time tests using the UCI Repository

datasets. Since our goal is to maximize privacy with mini-

mum computational cost, the optimal model offers the

appropriate solution based on weightage of parameters. The

evaluation performance is well analyzed as per data owner

demand. Our model can be used for various field such as

selling of product based on price and quality, milage of

vehicle as per utility of oil and distance covering etc. We

have planned to make healthcare system using machine

learning approaches based on our model in future.

Table 9 Comparative mean, variance and standard deviation among

methods and classifiers

Methods NB MLP CART

Mean value

IPO 96.1 93.1 92.1

IPNN 90.1 82.3 87.2

IPSMC 80.1 73.2 84.3

Variance

IPO 0.71 0.79 0.72

IPNN 0.86 0.91 0.85

IPSMC 0.78 0.87 0.93

Standard deviation

IPO 0.51 0.61 0.71

IPNN 0.63 0.71 0.73

IPSMC 0.74 0.88 0.85
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